
SUMMARY PROGRAM CLUSTE IMPACT ASSESSMENT 
 

r assessing the 
pment Program 
e PSME-2 and 
sed for this PIA 

 in over 50 
countries to assess the impact of proposed regulations and other interventions on the 

djustment costs 

e key features of 
. Section III presents the PIA including estimates of the 

benefits and costs of the PSME-2. Section V provides a justification for the entire PSME2 
cluster financing plan of $27 PIA estimates. The proposed subprogram 1 

icative financing 

h to developing 
benefits of the 

its impact and outcome. The premise of the 
impact assessment concept is that a proposed regulation, law or other intervention such as 

onomy can be 
 is that policy adjustment costs to 

y, the proponent 
 

2]. The impact assessment steps relevant to this PIA include: 

 to be addressed and the related regulation objective 

step is to define 

e of options at 

efits of the proposed program. An analysis of the likely 
economic, social and environmental consequences should be presented. This should include 
identifying the winners and losers from the proposal. The analysis should attempt to estimate 
the costs and benefits of the proposed program and provide a net benefit. The selection of 
method for assessing costs and benefits of a program will depend on the design features of the 
program – standard cost model, cost effectiveness model, and cost-benefit analysis are three 
commonly used methods in impact assessment. Macroeconomic and micro household 
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I. Introduction 
 
1. This Program Impact Assessment (PIA) presents a methodology fo
impact of the proposed second generation Private Sector and SME Develo
Cluster (PSME-2) on stakeholders. The PIA documents the formulation of th
provides estimates of the benefits and costs of the PSME-2.  The methodology u
follows the regulatory impact assessment (RIA) tool now used by Governments

economy.1 This also includes the approach to defining and measuring policy a
of proposed interventions. 
 
2. The remainder of this PIA is as follows. Section II briefly summarizes th
the RIA methodology used for this PIA

 million drawing on the 
financing plan is an ADF grant of $10 million and an ADF loan of $5 million.  Ind
plan for subprogram 2 is ADF loan of $12 million. 
 

II. Methodology 
 
3. A PIA is both a process and a tool that encourages a structured approac
interventions in the economy that systematically evaluates the costs and 
proposal to ensure the intervention can achieve 

programs should be justified on the basis that net benefits to the ec
demonstrated. A guiding principle of the assessment
government and stakeholders should be minimized where possible. In this wa
of the program is encouraged to provide a more rigorous rationale for the intervention [footnote

 
 Defining the problem. The problem
should be identified as first steps in the program development process. 
 
 Defining the impact and outcome of the proposed program. The next 
what impact and outcomes are to be achieved. 
 
 Presenting the options. This should be followed by consideration of a rang
least cost for achieving the impact and outcomes. 
 
 Assessment of costs and ben

 
1  See for example, Office of Best Practice Regulation (2009), Best Practice Report 2008-09. Department of Finance 

and Regulation, Australia Government, Canberra.  

evelopment Program Second Private Sector and Small and Medium-Sized Enterprises D
(RRP LAO 44057)
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simulation models are also used for complex and significant interventions suc
trade reforms. The RIA approach defines policy adjustment costs to include costs borne by the

h as for tax and 
 

 costs can be categorized as follows: 

ry agencies in 

ry agencies in 
ance and enforcing regulations under the reform program. 

  of the program such as investment costs to set up new agencies, 
d budget revenue from fees, cost of public 

bligations under 
as business staff 
siness licenses, 
 adjustments to 

tributive effects 
 identifying the 

winners and losers from the reform. The distributive impact of the reforms on gender is 
lations generally 
their enterprises 
pment services. 

 positive impact on women 

nt agencies, SMEs, households, industry 
consulted 

h, alt with in revisions to 
d).  

ensure that the benefits to the 
community of any program actually outweigh the costs, and give some assurance that the 
options chosen will yield the greatest net benefits to society.   
 

III. Program Impact Assessment - The Developmental Impact of the Program 
 
5. This section presents the PIA for the PSME-2. It summarizes the problem, identifies the 
intended impact and outcome of the proposed PSME-2, options reviewed, stakeholders 
consulted, and estimates of the potential benefits and costs of the PSME-2.  

Government and stakeholders. These
 
 Government and statutory agencies 

 
 Administrative costs incurred by Government and relevant statuto

implementing the program. 
 Enforcement costs incurred by Government and relevant statuto

monitoring compli
Direct fiscal costs
permanent budget increases, reduce
education programs etc. 

 
 Stakeholders (such as SMEs and households) 

 
 Compliance costs incurred by businesses in complying with new o

legislation and regulations. These can be the administrative costs such 
time and overhead costs incurred in applying for and obtaining bu
business delayed costs in waiting for the granting of the license, and
production processes and product specification or quality required to comply with new 
regulations. 

 Distributive impacts of reforms. Programs will also have important dis
that should be identified and if possible quantified. This will also mean

of concern to the PSME 2 program cluster. For example, high cost regu
discourage women entrepreneurs more than males from formalizing 
and therefore limit their access to finance and business develo
Reforming the licensing regime may therefore have a major
entrepreneurs. 

 
 Consultations with stakeholders (governme

and consumer groups etc). The impact statement should describe stakeholders 
wit what were the dissenting views and how were these views were de
the intervention (of they were not incorporated then this needs to be mentione

 
4. The program development process should at least 
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 because of the 
velopment 

services.  The seventh National Socio-Economic Development Plan (NSEDP7) emphasizes 
creation, income 

y that sustains 
tive jobs, and 
e 20 years and 

r is transforming 
le goods sector 
or (construction, 
gh a long term 
conomy will be 
owth of the non-
significant future 
f taxes, royalties 
ts first time in its 
, raise per capita 
locked economy 
ce for Lao PDR 
ctor. A resource 

the growth conditions of the 
non-resource sector if it leads to an excessive appreciation of the real exchange rate. An 

source tradable 
cially garments) 

costs in the Lao 
ors,2 the sector 
, an excessively 
 profit margins. 

preciated much 
that this is 

eal effective 
Baht. Figure 

1b shows the trend in estimates of domestic tradable and non-tradable prices. Tradable goods 
are those that can be traded across borders (garments, shoes, fruits, minerals, etc). Non-
tradable goods are those that are not normally traded across borders (restaurant meals, 
haircuts, etc). Since 2006, and coinciding with the resource boom, prices of non-tradable goods 
have risen much faster than prices of tradable goods, indicative of appreciation in the real 
effective exchange rate. This relative price change between tradable and nontradable goods 

                                                

IV. The Problem 
 
6. Key to Lao PDR’s private sector growth is development of sma
sized enterprises (SMEs). The SME sector dominates economic activity in
accounts for substantial employment. According to latest available data from th
census there are 126,913 enterprises of which 124,000 (97.6%) are sm
employing less than 10 workers. Over half of SMEs are unregistered primarily
high cost in the licensing process thereby limiting access to finance and business de

private sector and SME development and growth as the key mechanism for job 
growth and poverty reduction. 
 
7.  The challenge for Lao PDR is to manage its resource boom in a wa
economic growth in the non-resource (SME) sector, creates produc
continue poverty reduction—difficult tasks with half of the population under ag
more than 80% employed in the informal sector. The booming resource secto
the Lao PDR economy. Resources are expected to shift away from the tradab
(export and import competing industries) towards the non-tradable goods sect
services and utilities etc). This resource reallocation will be driven throu
appreciation in the real exchange rate and real wages. The Lao PDR e
challenged by the impact of the resource sector on the competitiveness and gr
resource sector and in particular the SME sector. The Government anticipates 
revenues to the budget from hydro-power investments and mining in the form o
and dividends over the next decade. The revenue flows provide Lao PDR’s for i
modern history a tremendous opportunity for it to finance its development goals
incomes, and reduce poverty as the diamond boom had done in another land
Botswana. At the same there are important lessons from international experien
in supporting private sector growth when there is a large commodity resource se
boom as – as the one experienced from 2006 to 2008 - can affect 

excessive appreciation of the exchange rate may slow growth of the non-re
goods sector (manufacturing and agriculture). The manufacturing sector (espe
is particularly vulnerable to an excessive real appreciation. While unit labor 
PDR garment sector is on par with Cambodia and other regional neighb
operates on relatively lower profit margins and since wages are paid in Kip
appreciated exchange rate would raise unit labor costs in dollar terms squeezing
 
8.  Estimates of the real Kip exchange rate (RER) indicate that it has ap
faster than its regional neighbors between 2006 and 2010, and there are early signs 
beginning to hurt competitiveness of the non-resource sector. Figure 1a shows the r
KIP exchange rate had appreciated over 30% since 2006, 11% more than the Thai 

 
2 ADB. 2007. Survey of Issues in Trade Policy and institutions Affecting SME Competitiveness in Lao PDR, 

Consultation Mission Report, April 2007. Manila. 
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signals a resource shift away from domestically producing tradable goods to nontradable goods, 
and expenditure switch towards more imports.  
 
 

F ureig  1: Macroeconomic Trends 
 
(a) Real Effective Exchange Rates         (b) Domestic price trends in Tradable and 
                                                                                          Non-Tradable Goods                           
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     Source. Various central banks and Lao PDR consumer price index, National Statistics Institute 
  
 
 
9.  Lessons from other countries such as Botswana that have successfull
resource booms suggest that promoting business climate reforms and inve
productivity in the tradable and non-tradable goods sector are critical to suppo
term economic growth.3 

 
10.  Recent reports including ADB reports on the Lao PDR economy 
key impediments to SME growth. A 2010 ADB investment incentives surv
location factors considered by investors as important in making their investm
Lao PDR. The majority of investors surveyed considered Lao PDR above ave
stability, trade and investment openness, growth in tourism sector, preferential
and law and order. The majority of investors surveyed considered Lao PDR at o
performance on access to land and property (property rights), cost of r

y managed their 
stments to raise 
rt sustained long 

have identified 
ey identified key 
ent decisions in 
rage on political 
 market access, 
r below average 

aw materials, 
environment and quality of life, cost of credit, cost of labor and adequate supply of skilled labor, 

ing. These findings are consistent with 
those in the GTZ Enterprise Survey of 2009, which is a follow on from its 2007 survey and its 
2005 benchmark survey, providing information about changes in perceptions/awareness about 
business constraints. The GTZ survey also reported SME limited use of commercial business 
development services and the majority of micro and small firms do not keep proper book 
keeping records. The recent World Bank 2009 Investment Climate Assessment suggest that, 
among other factors, taxes, workforce education, access to finance, informality, access to land, 

                                                

and lack of transparency in government and policy mak

 
3 K. Bird and S. Ismail. 2011. Lao PDR Sector Assessment, Strategy and Road Map.  
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access to electricity and cost of business licenses and permits (red tape) are constraints to 

transparent and 
e is a consistent 
onstituents The 
leted in 2010. It 
pment.  It was 
ded activities of 
d 2007 and was 
s requested the 
 at SMEPDO at 

nal report on the 
d that 84% of 

 fully or partially 
gy include: (i) a 
 framework and 

e time-bounded 
s and impacts on SME development, 

a  consultative 
mainstreaming, 

 strategy should 

pirical work on 
licy and public 
r example, high 
n entrepreneurs 

formal credit and 
financial services, limited access to business development services (as the enterprises are not 

 often excluded 
n full under the 
 a discretionary 
evelopment and 
velopment. This 
omen. 

rld Bank study 
ent.    Lao PDR 
ilar developing 

ty. However, the 
S) also explains 

the lack of innovative (albeit basic) activity. According to the GTZ enterprise survey of 2009, 
while about 74% of firms surveyed reported using a business development service provider 
(BDS), only 5% of this total were a commercial BDS provider, 12% were publicly provided BDS 
and 80% of BDS were informal sector providers (spouse, friend etc.). The GTZ survey also 
reported that while technology usage was increasing for some sectors, it remains at low levels. 
The survey observed an improvement in the share of technical and trained staff in enterprises 
over previous surveys. The government’s approach under the SME strategy (2006–2010) was 
to provide BDS services in the absence of a private market for such services. These 
interventions had mixed results and the Government is rethinking its approach. Its focus now is 

growth. 
 
11.  Participatory policy development. Formulation of SME policy in a 
participatory manner and across relevant line ministries is critical to ensure ther
approach to SME policy development and ownership among different c
Government’s first National SME Development Strategy (2006–2010) was comp
included some (but not all) of the elements of good practice policy develo
developed and endorsed through an extensive consultation process. It inclu
which some had time-bounded schedules. The strategy was drafted in 2006 an
endorsed by the Prime Minister’s Office in early 2008. In 2008 stakeholder
government establish a monitoring and evaluations unit. This was established
the end of 2008. The first monitoring report was published in March 2009. A fi
implementation of the strategy was produced in December 2010. It reporte
activities in the strategy were implemented and completed. Of these, 63% had
achieved expected results and impacts. Key lessons from the first SME strate
broad-based strategic framework and road map for SME development, (ii) the
road map should be a results-based strategy where interventions hav
implementation schedules with measurable expected result
(iii) the formulation of the strategic framework should be achieved through 
process with input from stakeholders and in this regard it should reflect gender 
(iv) a monitoring and evaluation mechanism should be established, and (v) the
be funded through the national budget process to ensure sustainability. 
 
12.  Gender mainstreaming SME policy and other interventions. Em
gender in business in numerous developing economies show that po
interventions often create unintended biases against women entrepreneurs. Fo
business compliance costs of regulations typically deter more women than me
form formalizing their enterprises. Implications of this include limited access to 

registered or have tax certificates), and as they do not have tax certificates are
from public provisioning of SME development services and in Lao PDR ofte
estimated tax system (tax assessment not based on accounting records but
criteria).   Thus, reducing red tape introducing gender mainstreaming in policy d
regulatory review will assist in addressing the inherent gender bias in SME de
should be reflected in increasing numbers of registered enterprises owned by w
 
13.  SME technical capacity constraints to growth. A recent Wo
emphasized that innovative activity is a critical part of private sector developm
ranks low in global surveys of technology adoption even compared to sim
economies. Lao PDR’s level of development partly explains the limited availabili
underdeveloped market for private sector businesses development services (BD
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on supporting the development of the private market for BDS rather than publi
services. In this effort, SMEPDO aims to pilot a network of experts

c provisioning of 
 to address an information 

nt.  

nd that 32% of 
009. SMEs face 
sed if SMEs are 
 weak protection 
ts (e.g. land and 
age in accessing 
t allow banks to 
rocessed by the 
based system—

 to one based on 
update customer 
volved in credit 
ity of SMEs also 
f enterprises do 
ize with 75% of 
ses do not keep 

 these constraints combined with a shallow and 
inefficient financial sector is that the cost of capital for enterprises and in particular firms is 
relatively high. The inef e measured by the interest margins 
(loans less deposits), which has averaged about 6.5% in the last five years. Addressing supply 

cing SMEs would help 

 
 

Figure 2: Lao PDR: Cost of Red Tape 

gap on BDS providers in the country as the first step towards market developme
 
14.  SME access to finance. The GTZ Enterprise Survey of 2009 fou
enterprises surveyed reported having borrowed from a financial institution in 2
legal and capacity constraints in accessing credit, and these need to be addres
going to benefit from recent banking sector developments. Constraints include
of creditors’ rights, which means that banks’ largely rely on use of fixed asse
buildings) as collateral to secure loans, placing SMEs generally at a disadvant
credit. Another critical constraint is limited credit information on customers tha
assess credit risk. Until recently, requests by banks for such information are p
central bank's credit information bureau (CIB) using an inefficient manual paper-
that can often take up to a week to generate responses.  Upgrading the system
a centralized database that allows commercial banks to search for as well as 
credit information in real time can significantly reduce the time and costs in
assessment. A final constraint is poor accounting and financial reporting capac
limits access to finance. According to the GTZ enterprise survey, about 60% o
not keep proper book keeping records although this varied according to firm s
micro-enterprises, 54% of small enterprises and 25% of medium-sized enterpri
proper book keeping records.  The implication of

ficiencies in the financial sector ar

constraints to financial sector development and demand constraints fa
lower the cost of capital and improve SME access to credit. 

 
(a) Distribution of Business Compliance Costs  (b) Compliance Costs per Employee by   
                                                                                        Firm Size ($/employee) 
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Source: ADB red tape survey.  
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15. Cost of Red Tape. The 2009 ADB Options for A Regulatory Review Pro
of Best Regulatory Practice (red tape study) estimates that firms on aver
annually to comply with the three most common licenses – the enterprise regist
the sector operational license and the tax certificate. These costs are much m
on small enterprises than for medium and large ones (Figure 2). Overall, it co
community (those complying) $36 million to comply with the three licenses. D
sector, firms will require ad

gram and Office 
age incur $483 
ration certificate, 
ore burdensome 
sts the business 
epending on the 

ditional licenses and a realistic estimate of the business compliance 
d entrepreneurs 

e utilization of 
und that SMEs’ 

or low utilization 
e of lower SME 
red with larger 

 are a necessary 
me application 
 utilizing trade 
referential trade 
ers also hamper 
o found limited 

’s WTO accession efforts. Recent 
ation (GI) show 

tected products. 
king on logistics 
 also report low 

17. PS  the Government’s key reform priorities aimed at promoting 
SME devel th. It will be aligned to the NSEDP7 (2011–2016). The reform 

 increased SME 
reater access to 
view processes 
rowth.  

nd Outcome 
 

r. By the end of 
rprises formally 

 outcome of the 
 sector operates 

 
 3. Options 
 
19.  In formulating the PSME-2 several options were considered in addressing the key 
impediments to SME growth and development. Consequently, the PSME-2 draws on 
international best practices in microeconomic reforms and input from stakeholders. These 
include measures that (i) promote good SME policy development, effective coordination among 
line ministries, stakeholder participation (demand for good governance), and effective gender 
mainstreaming of the SME development plan and sufficient national budget funding for SME 

costs amount to 1.5% to 3.0% of GDP in 2008. The cost of red tape has deterre
from formalizing their businesses.  
 
16. Trade policy and SME growth. A recent ADB study on enterpris
preferences under AFTA and other preferential trade agreements in ASEAN fo
utilization rates were low compared to larger firms. It identified three factors f
among SMEs that are relevant in the Lao context. The first was general stat
competitiveness in the international market for goods and services compa
enterprises. Policies and interventions to assist SMEs improve competitiveness
condition for benefiting from increased market access. Second, a cumberso
process for obtaining certificates of rules of origin can deter SMEs from
preferences. Third, SMEs lack critical information on ways to benefit from p
agreements and on new technical barriers to trade imposed by trading partn
SMEs from utilizing preferences. The recent GTZ enterprise survey als
awareness among SMEs of AFTA and the Government
developments in protection of regional trademarks such as geographical indic
promise in promoting SME exports and increasing value added on GI pro
Finally a World Bank global logistics report shows Lao PDR with a low ran
including trade facilitation.  The World Bank Group Doing Business Report
ranking for Lao in terns of days it takes to import and export, respectively. 

 
 ME-2 will support

opment and grow
priorities include efforts to (i) enhance SME policy development, (ii) promote
legal formality, improve SME access to business development services and g
finance, (iii) support establishment of structured and systematic regulatory re
within the national government, and (iv) make trade policy better support SME g
 
  2. Impact a

18.  The impact of the PSME-2 cluster is an increased formalized SME secto
2015, the PSME-2 cluster is expected to have increased the number of ente
registered by 100% over the 2009 baseline of 45,000 registered firms. The
PSME-2 cluster will be an improved business environment where the private
efficiently and effectively.  
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development plan, (ii) address demand-side impediments to SME access to 
improving rates of SME formality, improving credit information and provid
transactions, (iii) address supply-side impediments to access to business devel
(BDS) through initiatives to develop the private market for BDS, (iv) supp
development assistance and institutional reforms for better regulatory practice
incentives through improving trade policy related to international norms and de
framework and registry, and (vi) supply side capacity development assista
information gap on trade rules and ways for 

finance through 
ing for secured 
opment services 
ly side capacity 
, (v) supply-side 
velopment of GI 
nce to address 

SMEs to improve utilization rates under AFTA and 
nts is adopted to 

major legislative 
or SME growth, 
r’s decree on 
plementation of 

 Prime Minister Decree on Trade-related Information, Prime 
e on Rules 

eb-based credit 
 Notification Unit 

 institutional and 
am supports and 
try system. The 
k numbers for in 
ronment through 
The RIA reform 
nistries, capacity 

uidelines and practices, and advocacy programs. 
the EC and IFC 
 real time credit 
it information on 
th, the Program 
vable assets as 

y. 
 on the types of 

ing of the pilot network of BDS 
arket for basic 

profession. The 
feasibility of a matching grants project for partially funding SMEs efforts to upgrade 
management and technology adoption will be considered. The alternative option of public 
provisioning of BDS was explored during formulation of the Program. However past 
interventions by government and development partners have produced mix results and 
SMEPDO has refocused its approach to public support for market development of commercial 
private BDS providers and not public provisioning of BDS.  
 
 The Program supports new innovative initiatives to increase benefits to SMEs 
from Lao PDR’s increased international market integration. First, supply side incentives for 

other agreements. A mix of legislative, regulatory and non-regulatory instrume
achieve the program approach and goals. For example: 
 
 Legislative and regulatory initiatives. The Program supports several 
and regulatory initiatives to improve access to finance, improve trade policy f
and better SME policy development. These include the Prime Ministe
Implementation of the Secured Transactions Law, Prime Minister’s decree on Im
the Investment Promotion Law,
Minister decree on the Import and Export Management system, Prime Minister Decre
of Origin, Bank of Lao PDR Governor circulars on implementing the new w
information bureau, Minister of Commerce decisions on creating the TBT/SPS
and creating the RIA Unit, among others. 
 
 Initiatives for institutional development. The Program supports major
capacity development efforts for SME growth and development. First, the Progr
assists with the completion of the national rollout of the new enterprise regis
target is to have 90,000 enterprises registered by 2015, double the benchmar
2009. Second, the Program supports deregulation effort in the business envi
the institutionalization of the regulatory impact assessment (RIA) process. 
program includes developing a national RIA strategy, RIA pilots at key line mi
building with line ministries to implement RIA g
Third, the Program through past technical assistance in collaboration with 
developed a web-based, modern credit information bureau that will provide
information on loan applicants. Individuals will also be able to self search cred
themselves. Eventually credit rating facility will be provided by the CIB.  Four
supports the Government to establish a secured transaction registry for remo
one modality for improving SME access to finance.   
 
 Initiatives to develop markets for the provisioning of BDS and technolog
Program initiatives would first address the information deficiency among SMEs
BDS providers available. The key initiative is the launch
providers. Policy work would be carried out to find ways to develop the m
technology providers and management services such as the accounting 
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business through trade policy reforms in line with international norms. Second
application process for certificates of rules of origin. Third, development of infor
for dissemination of information on trade rules and ways for SMEs to utilize pre
AFTA. Forth, establishment of the framework for trade

, simplifying the 
mation systems 
ferences under 

mark protection over geographical 

now drafting the 
lan incorporates 
aligned to the 7th 

itoring unit will 
evelopment plan 
r intervention on 
urs. It will also 
with the Ministry 
as approved the 
s will need to be 
nal controls and 
Prime Minster’s 

provide greater political commitment to SME 
dev pm ment has established provincial private-public dialogue forums (P3D). 
One has been fully institutionalized in Champasak province, partially institutionalized in three 

ed by the P3Ds 

fits and costs of the PSME-2. 
und benefits. In 
del of the Lao 
uantifiable: such 
forms, improved 
actions and the 
  

s SME 
and introduces 
ss. Hence, the 
wer registration 

improved credit 
n finding quality 

BDS providers, increase export revenues to SMEs from their better utilization of preferential 
ease in SMEs’ product value added from GI registration. 

 
23.  The costs of reforms. The costs of the reforms estimated are primarily the short to 
medium term costs of government administering and enforcing reforms, the direct fiscal costs of 
selected reforms, and costs to businesses (primarily SMEs) in complying with reforms. There 
are permanent administration cost increases in the national budget from establishing new 
government institutions (CIB online, secured transaction registry, GI registry, RIA units, 
information systems to disseminate trade information to SMEs, funding of SME strategy) under 

                                                

products (Geographic Indication), among others measures.    
 
20.  Second National SME Development Plan (2011–2016). SMEPDO is 
next strategy called the National SME Development Plan (2011–2015). The p
many of the lessons learned from the first strategy. In particular, it will be fully 
National Socio and Economic Development Plan (NSEDP7). The SME mon
specify measurable performance targets and expected results for the SME d
and these will be reported on a quarterly basis. The plan will include a majo
effective gender mainstreaming through empowerment of female entreprene
include regulatory review as a major program. An SME fund has been agreed 
of Finance to finance interventions in the strategy.  The National Assembly h
allocation of $4 million from the national budget to finance the SME fund. Thi
activated and aligned to public financial management systems, especially inter
reporting. At the same time, the government is committed to upgrading the 
decree on SME development to a law that will 

elo ent. The Govern

provinces, and the P3D initiated in one other. Key issues discussed and resolv
related to local taxes and levies and land usage rights.4 
 
 4. Impact Analysis  
 
21.  This section presents estimates of the economy-wide bene
Benefits of proposed reforms are difficult to estimate especially the second ro
the absence of a computable general equilibrium (or macroeconomic) mo
economy, we use cost-benefit analysis of key reforms where their benefits are q
as the enterprise registry rollout, implementing regulatory impact assessment re
credit information system, establishment of legal framework for secured trans
registry, launching the network of BDS providers, and implementing GI registry. 
 
22.  Potential benefits. The PSME-2 addresses the key impediments that constrain
growth, supports measures to promote greater SME competitiveness, 
innovations to assist SMEs increase benefits from improved market acce
potential benefits from these reforms are the cost savings to enterprises from lo
costs and other business compliance costs, lower cost of capital from 
information and secured transactions, cost savings from lower search costs i

trade agreements, and incr

 
4 www.smepdo.org/monitoring/index.html. 
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the reform program. The future stream of cost commitments in the budget should be discounted 

on the economy 
ve inefficiency – 
e are restrictions 

otection at the border, technical barriers to trade, 
ereby leading to 

ed policies and 
inimize negative 

e outdated and 
roken into three 
 and obtaining 
); ii) commercial 
costs related to 
The government 
ssive business 
 passed on to 
t. Overall, high 

nt and longer term economic growth. ADB staff estimates that 
business compliance costs in Lao PDR amount to 1.5%-3.0% of GDP (or about $90-180 

d medium-sized 
ternal business 

igure 1b). Other 
 trade facilitation 

o relatively high 
ry higher risk of 
r cost of capital 
nstruments such 

al to SMEs. 
to improve SME 

Es arising from 
 or trademarks for products 

uniquely originating from a region. GI can provide for the right kinds of products an intangible 
asset and therefore price premium on sales in the domestic and international markets. Most 
recently Cambodia has GI registered black pepper from the province of Kompok. ADB staff 
analysis shows that prices of Kompok pepper doubled after the registration. Export volumes 
have also increased tenfold (albeit from a low base). Lao PDR has identified some products that 
could be eligible for GI protection and one promising niche product is Bolavin coffee. GI 
registration combined with technical assistance to improve quality, standards and lower 
production costs of these products can substantially increase value added and volume of 
exports. SMEs are likely to benefit the most as they dominate coffee processing.  

into a present value lump sum. 
 
Estimating the economy-wide gains from the PSME-2 
 
24.  Distortions in the incentives framework impose several types of costs 
that impedes growth in the private sector. The first cost arises from allocati
misallocation of resources across the economy. Major inefficiencies arise if ther
on entry, domestic competition through tariff pr
restrictions on investment in sectors or price controls that affect price signals th
over-investment or under-investment in the sectors. 
 
25.  The second is high transaction costs that arise from poorly design
regulations. While societies require regulations to address market failures or m
externalities, or influence community behavior for the public good, they do impose compliance 
costs on businesses and the wider community. Other regulations may b
essentially tax businesses and consumers. These compliance costs can be b
categories – i) business administrative costs in complying with regulations
licenses (staff time, overhead costs, official and unofficial fees to obtain licenses
delay costs in waiting for licenses etc (loss profits etc); and iii) adjustment 
changing product and or management processes to comply with the regulation. 
also incurs monitoring and enforcement costs related to regulation. Exce
compliance costs raises industry-wide costs, of which some proportion is
consumers through higher prices hurting low income households the mos
compliance costs reduce investme

million). The compliance costs are most burdensome on micro, small an
enterprises (Figure 1a). About 60.0% of total compliance costs arise from in
costs such staff time involved in obtaining licenses and delay costs etc (F
business costs are associated with relatively high trade facilitation costs: Lao’s
costs are three times higher than Thailand. 
 
26.  A third cost is the inefficiencies in the banking sector that have led t
interest rate margins in the range of 6-7 percentage points or more. SMEs car
default on loans compared to larger firms and this explains part of the highe
faced by SMEs. Improvement in credit information on SMEs and new financial i
as secured transactions can help lower risk of default and therefore the cost of capit
The Program will also assess the feasibility of other market-based instruments 
access to finance, such as a partial loan guarantee facility. 
 
27.  Improving intellectual property (IP) rights can protect benefits to SM
innovations. A new promising IP is Geographic Indication (GI),
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28.  Table 1 presents quantifiable (gross) gains to Lao PDR from s
implemented under PSME-2.  We estimate that such reforms could create ec
the order of $64.4 million to GDP per annum or 1.1% of GDP. The potential g
efficiency gains to the private sector – SMEs and exporters –from reduced tra
trade and lower business compliance costs with regulations and lower enterp
costs. There would be potential gains to SMEs from improved access to finan
interest margins from improvements in financial sector efficiency. There wo
gains to SMEs from GI registration of key products. Not all benefits have 
Improvement in SMEs competitiveness arising from better access to private sec
of busin

elected reforms 
onomic gains in 
ain comprises of 
nsaction costs in 
rise registration 

ce from reduced 
uld be potential 
been estimated. 
tor provisioning 

ess development services have not been quantified, nor has the overall impact of the 
nt Plan. The second round effects of incremental 

ve  from reduced transaction costs have not been 
calculat
 
29. The Program gains are calculated as

conomic Gains from PSME-2 Cluster 
 

Gains % of GDP 

other interventions under the SME Developme
in stment and lower consumer prices

ed. 

 follows. 
 

Table 1: Lao PDR: Potential E

 
1. Reduced business compliance costs of
year for with enterprise registration for e

 3
ter
b

$12.4 million 0.21% 5% per 
n

provinces recently covered by the new we
prises in 
-based 

registration system (enterprise registry rollout to 10 
provinces) 
2. Reduced business compliance costs of 15% with 

g requirements (RIA prog
$14.5 million 0.24% 

ced by SMEs from reduced $10.7 million 0.18% 

 
 

lower cost licensin
3. Lower capital costs fa

ram) 

interest margins by 1 percentage point. 
4. Lower trade facilitation costs of 20% facing SMEs  $15.9 million 0.26%
5. Increase value added of 50% in commodities GI 
registered (coffee) 

$11.6 million 0.19%

Total Gains $64.9 million 1.1% 
Source: ADB Staff estimates.   
 
30. Reduced business compliance costs could add $26.9 mi
The improvement in the quality of regulations and lower compliance costs 
through the regulatory impact assessment program will reduce transaction cos
the order of $14.5 million, which in turn raises profits and investments, and lowe
prices. For this calculation we assume that compliance costs are reduced b
program medium term period of 2010–2015. The benchmark estimate of appr

llion to GDP.                       
with regulations 
ts to business in 
r final consumer 
y 15% over the 

oximately $1,071 
per firm is taken from the ADB-SMEPDO red tape study of 2009. The rollout of the enterprise 
registry system and offices (including upgrading software, installation of hardware and web-
linked based enterprise registry system) to the remaining 10 provinces will also add gains to the 
economy. The rollout provides efficiency gains in registration as the number of documents and 
time taken to register are reduced. ADB red tape study estimated the new registration system 
reduces business costs by 35% per year as registration is no longer required annually. This 
saving amounts to about $40 per firm per year. With the rollout, the Program estimates this will 
benefit an additional 45,000 newly registered firms over the program medium term period. Staff 
estimates that the savings to the economy would be about $1.7 million per year for this group of 
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enterprises and $12.4 million as a discounted present value assuming firms on average survive 

million to GDP 
nd the secured 

iency and lower 
l borrowers and 
l for debt. These 

 
spread between domestic lending and deposit rates. We assume the spreads will fall by 1 
percentage point from these initiatives. With volume of business loans currently at $1.1 billion 

.  According to 
 importing goods almost three times 

i
nd imports. The 

in turn increases 

llion to GDP for 
have substantial 
g in export price 
ork will come in 

 by international 
ducts have been 
. According to a 
ation. ADB staff 

estimates the value added increase from GI for Bolavin coffee could be in the order of $11.6 
s approximately 
gistration would 
ices double, no 
e $11.5 million. 
 potentially gain 

reforms to the 
repreneurs. The 

compliance costs that will encourage more women 
entrepreneurs to register formally and thereby improve access to finance, business 
development services and public goods. Evidence of this gender impact is showing in the 
number of newly registered enterprises in the first year of the Program period 2010 over 2009 
and 2008, building on the reforms that began under PSME 1 in 2008. As Figure 5 shows, the 
share of enterprises owned by women in newly registered enterprises have increased from 
around 40% of new registrations in 2008 to 44.0% of new registrations in 2009 to 55.0% of new 
registrations in 2010. Overall, women owned enterprises account for about 46.0% of total 
67,000 registered firms in 2011.  
 

8 years. 
 
31. Improved financial sector efficiency could add as much as $10.7 
annually. The improvements in credit information form the new CIB-online a
transaction registry among other initiatives will improve financial sector effic
credit risk through the provisioning of real time credit information on potentia
securities on removable assets and therefore enhanced and expanded collatera
improvements would be reflected in both SME credit growth rate and the narrowing of the

(or 18% of GDP), capital cost savings are estimated at $10.7 million annually. 
 
 
32. Reduced trade facilitation costs could add $15.9 million to GDP
World Bank logistics study, the total cost of exporting and
h gher in Lao compared to Thailand. We assume that the reforms cut the gap in trade facilitation 
costs by 15% or equivalent to $15.9 million given current volumes of exports a
reduction in trade facilitation costs lower costs to domestic producers, which 
profits, output and investment. The overall long term gain will be higher. 
 
33.  Implementing GI policy and registration could add $11.5 mi
selected products. Cambodia’s experience show that the right product can 
value added gain from GI protection. Kompok pepper for example saw a doublin
as a result of the GI registration. In Lao PDR the development of the GI framew
stages. First, a local registry system will be implemented and then followed
registration once Lao PDR accede to the WTO, perhaps in 2013. Several pro
identified for possible GI protection – chicken sticky rice and Bolavin coffee
recent assessment, Bolavin coffee provides the most promise for GI registr

million annually. This is based on the following assumptions: (i) value added i
35% of coffee output value, (ii) current coffee exports are $22 million and GI re
result in a 50% increase to $33 million during the Program period, (iii) export pr
change in input prices. With these assumptions, additional value added would b
Processed coffee is almost entirely produced by SMEs and hence they stand to
substantially from this initiative.   
 
34.  The reforms have distributive benefits by gender. The 
business licensing system will have distributive effects in favor of women ent
main channel will be through lower business 
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Figure 5: Share of Total Registered Enterprises Owned by Women 
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Source: Central Enterprise Registry Office, Ministry of Industry and Commerce, Vientiane Lao PDR.      
  
 
 
Estimating the economy-wide costs from the PSME2 
 
35. The Government and relevant agencies and private sector enterprises are like
most of the PSME 2 costs. These costs are identified as follows:  
 

 Government and statutory agencies. Government adminis
implementing the PSME 2 including investment costs in setting up CIB
transaction registry, one stop centers, RIA units at participating line mi
the enterprise registry system in the 10 provinces, launching and ma
network of service providers, TBT/SPS Notification Units, and other init
SME Development Plan. Government will also incur current and f
operat

ly to bear 

trative costs in 
-online, secured 

nistries, rollout of 
intenance of the 
iatives under the 
uture stream of 

ing costs for CIB-online, RIA units (including carrying out RIA work plan), secured 
transaction registry, and network of service providers, and costs involved in monitoring 

lso incur costs 
rovincial public-
plementing of its 

orce. 
. The CIB-online will charge 

users access fees. Borrowers will also be charged fees for depositing securities over 
movables.  
 
 Private Sector. Private sector enterprises (primarily SMEs) will also incur private 
costs where adjustments need to be made to comply with new regulations such as the 
PM decree on Implementation of the Investment Promotion Law, the PM Decree on 
Implementation of the Secured Transaction Law, among others.  

 
36. Table 3 highlights the key costs with quantitative estimates where possible. 

implementation of the SME Development Plan. Public sector will a
associated with carrying out stakeholder consultations through the p
private dialogue forums, disseminating trade related information and im
communication strategy, and advocacy of RIA through the RIA interagency taskf
Some costs will be recovered through user charges and fees
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tment holders (including 
SMEs and households) 

Table 3: Cambodia: Potential Costs to Government and Stakeholders from the PED-SP2 
Types of 
Adjus
Costs Government and Statutory Agencies 

Stake

1. Administrati
costs 

illio  (new 

s developing 
 at $500,000; 

ms and reducing 
lout of the enterprise 

g centers, and greater 
 $1,300,000; 

cy in trade policy and 
blishment of the TBT/SP 

s and dissemination – 

nching of the network of service providers – estimated at $150,000. 

 
 

ve (i) Costs incurred in legislative and regulatory initiatives – estimated $1.3 m
legislations, prime ministers decree and ministerial decisions); 

n

(ii) Administrative and investment costs in improving access to finance such a
and launching the CIB-online and the secured transaction registry– estimated
(iii) Administrative and investment costs in improving regulation review syste
red tape such as establishing the RIA units and advocacy of RIA, rol
registration system to 10 provinces, establishment of one stop licensin
stakeholder participation in policy development (P3Ds)  – estimated at
(iv) Administrative and investment costs in improving transparen
initiatives to support SME growth through trade such as esta
Notification Unit, GI Registry, trade-related information system
estimated at $330,000; and 
(v) Lau
 

2. Fiscal costs und allocation for 

RIA units, 
op licensing 
d present value 

m of $10.8 million using a 4% discount rate; and 
(iii) Maintenance costs of the network of service providers over the program p
involved in monitoring implementation of the SME Development Plan impleme
the program period, and the P3Ds – estimated as a discounted present value l
$2.5 million.  

 

4. Business 
compliance 

  payment (through bank 
charges) of access fees to 
the CIB-online and secured 
transactions registry, and 
costs incurred in participation 
of the P3D – estimated at 
$1.1 million 

Total estimates $20.5 million $1.1 million 

(i)  Implementation of activities under the SME Development Plan – SME f
$4 million; 
(ii) The permanent budget operating costs of secured transaction registry, 
TBT/SPS Notification Unit, GI Registry, Enterprise Registry Offices, one st
centers, and trade-related information systems – estimated as a discounte
lump su

eriod, costs 
ntation over 
ump sum of 

SMEs

costs 

Source: ADB staff estimates. 
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V. Program Financing 

of $5 million 
Special Fund 
 PSME2 from 

 of $27 million financing for the entire PSME 2 
cluster. The size of the PSME2 grant and loans is based on a number of factors. The 
key sid
 

(i) private sector 
yment and its 
ansformation, 
015) benefits 
.1% of GDP 
conomy. The 
vestment and 
 produces a 

(ii)  Government, 
timated as a 
le 3). These 
 Government 
o include the 
e with credit 

or 
nsactions (estimated at $1.1 million). 

e policy and 
 as the RIA 
an provides 

 to support 

(iv) The program loan also reflects the government’s development financing 
needs as well as the need to conform to the overall financing requirement 
from the country partnership strategy period. The government has 
targeted a deficit of just under 4.0% of gross domestic product in 2011 
taking into account the need to increase social sector spending and 
maintenance of new infrastructure critical to long term development goals.  

 
37. The government has requested a $10 million grant and a loan 
equivalent to finance the subprogram 1 of the PSME 2 from ADB’s 
resources and an indicative $12 million loan to finance subprogram 2 of the
ADB’s Special Fund resources for a total

 con erations for the PSME 2 cluster include: 

The relative importance of the sector to the economy. The 
and SME sector accounts for a sizeable proportion of emplo
development is critical to support Lao PDR’s economic tr
growth and poverty reduction. The program period (2009–2
of the reform program are estimated at $64.9 million or 1
highlighting the importance of the reform program to the e
longer term benefits and the second affects of increased in
lower consumer prices will be much larger. The program
benefit to cost ratio in the range of about 3.0.  

 The adjustment costs. The policy adjustment costs to the
relevant agencies and private sector are conservatively es
discounted present value lump sum of $20.5 million (Tab
include the administrative, investment and fiscal costs to the
in implementing the reforms. The policy adjustment costs als
increase business costs related to mandatory complianc
information reports and user charges for services such as the fees f
secured tra

(iii) The reform program includes several politically sensitiv
institutional reforms that have are likely to be resisted such
reforms. To support the reforms, the program amount lo
leverage to the executing and implementing agencies
implementation.  




